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Abstract

Prior research on affective event classification
showed that exploiting weakly labeled data for
training can improve model performance. In
this work, we propose a simpler and more ef-
fective approach for generating training data
by automatically acquiring and labeling affec-
tive events with Multiple View Co-prompting,
which leverages two language model prompts
that provide independent views of an event.
The approach starts with a modest amount of
gold data and prompts pre-trained language
models to generate new events. Next, infor-
mation about the probable affective polarity of
each event is collected from two complemen-
tary language model prompts and jointly used
to assign polarity labels. Experimental results
on two datasets show that the newly acquired
events improve a state-of-the-art affective event
classifier. We also present analyses which show
that using multiple views produces polarity la-
bels of higher quality than either view on its
own.

1 Introduction

People’s emotional states are influenced by the
events that they experience. For example, peo-
ple typically feel happy when they graduate with
a degree or get a new job, but become upset when
they get fired or lose personal property. Prior
work (Ding and Riloff, 2016, 2018) has referred to
events that positively or negatively impact people
as affective events. In this work, we study the task
of affective event classification, which determines
whether the polarity of a given event is positive,
negative or neutral. For example, "I graduated
from college" would be Positive, but "I broke my
leg" would be Negative.

Previous research has shown that the perfor-
mance of affective event classification models is
limited by the amount of gold training data (Zhuang
et al., 2020), which is costly to annotate and not
readily available in large quantities. Recently, re-

searchers have been developing methods to gener-
ate more training data by extracting events from
text corpora and assigning polarity labels with
weakly supervised methods (Saito et al., 2019;
Zhuang et al., 2020). However, these methods pose
practical challenges, including in some cases the
need to acquire data from Twitter (Zhuang et al.,
2020), a computational bottleneck of applying a
pipeline of NLP tools to a large text collection, and
the limitations of lexical pattern matching.

In this work, we propose a simpler but more
effective approach for automatically acquiring af-
fective events by prompting pre-trained language
models. We use one language model prompt to
elicit affective event candidates, and we introduce a
Co-prompting method to automatically label these
event candidates with affective polarity. The key
idea behind Co-prompting is to design two comple-
mentary prompts that capture independent views
of an event, reminiscent of co-training (Blum and
Mitchell, 1998). Combining information from two
different views of an event produces labels that are
more accurate than the labels assigned by either
one alone.

Specifically, we acquire affective events in a two-
step process: (1) Event Generation and (2) Polar-
ity Labeling. The first step generates events that
are associated with a set of gold "seed" affective
events. For each seed event, we prompt a language
model to generate sentences where the seed event
co-occurs with some new events. Our hypothesis is
that affective events are often preceded or followed
by other affective events that are causally or tem-
porally related. For example, if someone breaks
his/her leg, a prior event might describe how it hap-
pened (e.g., “fell off a ladder” or “hit by a car”)
and a subsequent event might describe the conse-
quences (e.g., “could not walk” or “rushed to the
hospital”).

The second step collects independent views of
the polarity for each new event using two comple-



mentary language model prompts. One prompt
provides an Associated Event View, which con-
siders the polarities of the known (labeled) events
that co-occur with the new event during Event Gen-
eration. The second prompt provides an Emotion
View, which considers the polarity of the most prob-
able emotion words generated by a language model
when prompted with the new event. Finally, we
combine information from the two co-prompts to
assign an affective polarity label to each new event.

Our experiments show that using these automati-
cally acquired affective events as additional train-
ing data for an affective event classifier produces
state-of-the-art performance over two benchmark
datasets for this task. The analysis also confirms
that our co-prompting method utilizing multiple
views yields more accurate polarity labels than us-
ing either view alone.

In summary, the contributions of our work are:

1. We propose a method to generate weakly la-
beled data by prompting language models for
the task of affective event classification. The
method is effective but also simple, as it does
not require fine-tuning any language model
nor mining data from a text corpus.

2. We show that prompting for multiple views
produces more accurate labels than prompting
for a single view, as multiple views capture
independent and complementary information.

2 Related Work

Several lines of research have recognized the im-
portance of identifying events that carry affective
polarity, including early work on plot units (Lehn-
ert, 1981) and later work that learned patient po-
larity verbs (Goyal et al., 2010, 2013), emotion-
provoking events (Vu et al., 2014), patterns asso-
ciated with first-person affect (Reed et al., 2017),
major life events (Li et al., 2014) and +/- effects
for opinion analysis (Choi and Wiebe, 2014; Deng
and Wiebe, 2014, 2015).

Recent work has focused specifically on clas-
sifying affective event phrases (Ding and Riloff,
2016, 2018; Saito et al., 2019; Zhuang et al., 2020).
Ding and Riloff (2016) created a weakly super-
vised method for labeling events with affective po-
larity using label propagation. Ding and Riloff
(2018) subsequently developed a method that as-
signs affective polarity to events by optimizing
for semantic consistency over a graph structure,

and created an Affective Event Knowledge Base
(AEKB) of more than half a million event phrases
labeled with affective polarity. Zhuang et al. (2020)
later created an Aff-BERT classifier that substan-
tially outperformed AEKB for affective event clas-
sification by training BERT with a relatively small
amount of gold data. They additionally developed a
Discourse-Enhanced Self-Training (DEST) method
that further improved Aff-BERT’s performance.
Their approach used Twitter to collect events that
corefer with sentiment expressions in specific lex-
ical patterns. Our work also aims to improve a
classification model with automatically generated
affective events. The key difference is that our
work produces weakly labeled affective events by
prompting pre-trained language models, which alle-
viates the computational and practical problems of
conventional pattern matching over a text corpus.

Pretrained language models such as GPT-2 (Rad-
ford et al., 2019) and BERT (Devlin et al., 2019)
have been shown to learn diverse world knowl-
edge (Petroni et al., 2019; Davison et al., 2019;
Jiang et al., 2020; Talmor et al., 2020). Re-
searchers have studied how to prompt language
models to transfer their knowledge to downstream
tasks, including prompt-based fine-tuning, au-
tomatic prompt search, and discrete/continuous
prompt optimization (Shin et al., 2020; Qin and
Eisner, 2021; Schick and Schütze, 2021a,b). Our
work differs in several aspects. Essentially, our ap-
proach utilizes co-prompts to elicit multiple types
of information (views) that are independent and
complementary to each other. This is significantly
different from prior work that used a single prompt
or an ensemble of prompts that seek the same type
of information.

Our work is also related to recent work on data
augmentation using language models. For exam-
ple, Anaby-Tavor et al. (2020) proposed a method,
LAMBDA, that first fine-tunes GPT-2 over labeled
data and then synthesizes weakly-labeled data. Ku-
mar et al. (2020) proposed a similar but unified ap-
proach for pretrained transformer-based language
models. (Yang et al., 2020) fine-tuned two different
generative language models to generate questions
and answers separately for reading comprehension.
Most of these works require fine-tuning the lan-
guage models while our approach does not.



Figure 1: Flowchart for Acquiring Affective Events

3 Acquiring Affective Events with
Multiple View Co-prompting

Our research aims to automatically generate la-
beled affective events to improve classifiers be-
cause gold data for affective event classification
is only available in limited quantities. Automated
methods for data generation offer a cost-effective
and practical solution for improving the perfor-
mance of affective event classifiers, and also could
be used to rapidly acquire training data for new
domains or text genres.

Figure 1 shows the flowchart for our approach.
The process begins with a modest amount of "seed"
data consisting of gold labeled affective events.
The first step (Event Generation) uses a language
model prompt to elicit events that are associated
with each seed event. The second step (Polarity La-
beling) assigns a polarity label to each new event
using Co-prompting to assess polarity from two
independent views of the event. Given an event e,
the Associated Event View considers the affective
polarities of labeled events that co-occur with e dur-
ing Event Generation. The Emotion View considers
the affective polarities of emotion words that are
generated by an Emotion Prompt given the event
e. Polarity scores produced from these views are
then combined to assign an affective polarity label
to the event e.

This process repeats in an iterative fashion,
where the newly labeled events are used to dis-
cover more affective events in the next cycle. The
process ends when no new events are generated or
a maximum number of iterations is reached.

3.1 Event Generation

The Event Generation process begins with a set
of gold affective events and produces a set of
new events, many of which we expect to be affec-
tive. For each seed event, we create an Associated
Event Prompt of the following form:

Here are the {POLARITY} things that hap-
pened to me today: {EVENT},

where {EVENT} is a placeholder filled by the seed
event phrase, and {POLARITY} is a placeholder
filled by the affective polarity of the seed event.
The prompt is designed to ask a generative lan-
guage model to complete the sentence by enumer-
ating other events that are likely to co-occur with
the given event on the same day. The enumeration
behavior is encouraged by the colon ‘:’ and comma.
The temporal relation is encouraged by the word
‘today’. The polarity placeholder, {POLARITY},
encourages the language model to generate events
with the same affective polarity.

For the polarity terms, we used the word ‘good’
for events with positive polarity and the word ‘bad’
for events with negative polarity. For events with
neutral polarity, we simply used an empty string
(i.e., ‘Here are the things...’).1 We expected that
this prompt would generate some neutral events,
but that it would produce positive and negative
events too because people tend to recount events
that are interesting or impactful, not boring and
mundane. In fact, we do not expect any of these
prompts to be perfect. Our goal at this stage is
to generate a healthy mix of new events across all
three affective polarities (positive, negative, and
neutral). The affective polarity for each new event
will ultimately be determined later in the Polarity
Labeling step.

To be consistent with prior work on this topic,
we represent each event expression as a 4-tuple of
the form: <Agent, Predicate, Theme, Preposition
Phrase (PP)>. To create an event phrase for the
language model prompt, we concatenate the words
in the tuple. For example, given the negative event
<my house, burn down, -, - >, the filled prompt
would be ‘Here are the bad things that happened
to me today: my house burn down,’.2

1We tried using some neutral words (e.g., ‘neutral’) in the
placeholder, but we found that the empty string worked better.

2The event phrase may not be grammatically correct, but
our observation is that this did not cause serious problems for
the language model.



Polarity Seed Event Events Generated by Associated Event Prompt

I cut my leg
I fall off my bicycle, I hurt my knee, I wake up at hospital, I break my rib, I faint, kick me in head, they take my dog,
my eye start to water, I break my ankle, I get in car accident

NEG I not get refund
they take my money, kick me out of game, this happen, freeze my account for hour, I lose money, I get refund, I get angry,
ban me, make decision, I get email

I lose my job
I break up with my girlfriend, I not apply, kick me out of house, arrest me, I go to find out, they try to kill me, I find job,
eat my lunch, dump me, I break down

I walk in class
I start to talk to people, I take seat, I reply, professor tell me, my friend ask me, I take moment, I shake hand, I learn,
I sit in front row, I have to explain, I want to tell story

NEU I close account
I call customer service, message say, I click on link, ban me for day, email tell me, I go, this show me, receive phone call,
delete me, I call bank

I meet someone
I get call from them, I get my drink, I lose weight, I chat for minute, I say something stupid, person tell me, I start to talk,
I talk for long time, they invite me, they respect me

I get in college
convince myself, I graduate, I go, I read them, drink coffee, I meet cool people, watch tv, I learn lot about myself, I move,
I find good job

POS I play match my team win game, I lose, I go to hotel, I work, I go, I go on stage, I get score, I go to bed, play video game, I get point

I get house
I pay my tax, I move out of my apartment, I eat my favorite food, I get new job, I start to live, I learn, I pay bill, I care,
I afford to eat, I start to look

Table 1: Examples of events generated by the Associated Event Prompt for seed events

We used open-source GPT-2LARGE (Radford
et al., 2019) as the generative language model.3.
To obtain diverse outputs, we let GPT-2 generate
200 sentences for each labeled event.4 For the sam-
pling method, we used nucleus sampling (Holtz-
man et al., 2020) with 0.9 as the top-p threshold,
beam search with a beam size of 5, and a temper-
ature of 2.0. We extracted new events from the
sampled sentences to create event tuples, following
the same conventions as earlier work (Ding and
Riloff, 2018; Zhuang et al., 2020). For the sake of
robustness, we selected the events that occur with
at least 3 distinct seed events as new events for
polarity labeling.

To illustrate, one example sentence generated
from the event <my house, burn down, -, - > is
“ ..., my mom passed away and my family lost ev-
erything.”, and the events extracted are <my mom,
pass away, -, -> and <my family, lose, everything,
-> . We show more examples of extracted events in
Table 1. Overall, the generated events are usually
related to the seed event in some way and typically
have the same affective polarity (e.g., “I cut my leg"
→ {“I fall off my bicycle”, “I hurt my knee”, ...}),
despite some exceptions (e.g., “they take my dog").
For our purposes, it is perfectly fine that some gen-
erated events are loosely associated with the seed
events, because our goal is simply to harvest new
affective events, and their precise relationship to
the seed events is irrelevant.

3Code available at https://github.com/openai/
gpt-2

4We discarded samples that did not end with a period.

3.2 Polarity Labeling with Multiple Views

The next step is to assign affective polarity labels
to each new event. We collect affective information
from two prompts that provide independent views
of an event: (1) we collect affective polarity infor-
mation from the events generated by the Associated
Event Prompt, and (2) we use the Emotion Prompt
to generate emotion terms associated with an event.
Finally, we combine the information gathered from
these two prompts to assign a polarity label.

3.2.1 Emotion Prompting
To acquire another source of information about the
affective polarity of an event, we prompt a language
model to produce emotion terms with associated
probabilities for each event. We design a cloze
expression to generate emotion terms following an
event expression by prompting a masked language
model. Specifically, we use the following Emotion
Prompt: [EVENT]. I feel _ .

The word “feel” leads the language model to
return words that refer to emotions or other senti-
ments. We expect that positive events will typically
be followed by positive emotions, and negative
events by negative emotions. For neutral events,
we expect to see a mix of both positive and nega-
tive emotions because these events can occur in a
wide variety of contexts. We used BERTLARGE (De-
vlin et al., 2019) as the masked language model.5

We store all generated terms and their probabilities
produced by BERT for later use.

Figure 2 illustrates this process for two example

5We also experimented with using GPT-2 to generate emo-
tions, but it was less effective and often produced sentences
rather than emotion words, such as “I break my arm. I feel like
this is a real thing.”

https://github.com/openai/gpt-2
https://github.com/openai/gpt-2


Figure 2: Emotion Prompt examples

events. The top shows the four most probable terms
generated from the event tuple <I, graduate, -, -
>, all of which have positive polarity. The bottom
shows the four most probable terms generated from
the event tuple <I, break, my leg, ->. Three of
these terms have negative polarity, but the fourth
term has neutral polarity. This example shows that
the prompt can produce inconsistent results, but the
probability distribution across all of the generated
terms typically captures a fairly reliable signal.

3.2.2 Multiple View Polarity Scoring

We first define scoring functions to determine the
most likely affective polarity for an event from
each view independently. Then we present a joint
scoring function that combines the scores from the
two views to produce a final affective polarity label.

Associated Event View This view captures the
degree to which an event co-occurs with labeled
events of each polarity. Intuitively, we expect that
events tend to co-occur with other events of the
same polarity. According to this view, we define
the Associated Event Score (SA) of an unlabeled
event e with respect to a polarity label l as:

SA(l | e) =

∑
e′ϵAEP (e)

I(e′, l)

|AEP (e)| (1)

where AEP (e) is the set of labeled events that co-
occur with e in the results produced by the Associ-
ated Event Prompt, I(e′, l) is an indicator function
with a value of 1 if the polarity label of e′ is l or
zero otherwise, and | · | is the cardinality.

Emotion View This view captures the polarity
of the emotion words generated by the Emotion
Prompt. Based on this view, we define the Emotion
Score (SE) for an unlabeled event e with respect to

a polarity label l as:

SE(l | e) =

∑
w∈Dl

PBERT(w | EP (e))∑
l′∈L

∑
w∈Dl′

PBERT(w | EP (e))
(2)

where D is a gold dictionary of emotion terms,
Dl is the subset of words in D that have polarity
label l, and PBERT(w | EP (e)) is the probability
associated with word w produced by the Emotion
Prompt (EP ) given event e. For the gold dictionary
D, we collect all of the adjectives and nouns in the
MPQA subjectivity lexicon (Wilson et al., 2005)
along with their polarity labels.

Polarity Assignment We conservatively assign
positive and negative polarities to an event only
when both SA and SE predict the same polarity.
Formally, we label an event e with polarity l when
both scores for l exceed a confidence threshold θ.6

• if SA(pos | e) ≥ θ and SE(pos | e) ≥ θ,
then e is positive

• if SA(neg | e) ≥ θ and SE(neg |e ) ≥ θ,
then e is negative

For the neutral polarity, we found that the emo-
tion scores SE(neu | e) are low in most cases be-
cause the Emotion Prompt tends to generate emo-
tional words even for neutral events. However, we
observed that the Emotion Prompt is more likely
to generate a mixed set of both positive and nega-
tive emotion words for neutral events, presumably
because neutral events can occur in both types of
contexts. Therefore we assign neutral polarity by
looking for a small difference between the positive
and negative emotion scores. Specifically, we con-
sider an event e to be neutral based on both its neu-
tral Associated Event Score SA(neu | e) and the
absolute difference between its positive and nega-
tive Emotion Scores, SE(pos | e) and SE(neg | e):

• if SA(neu | e) ≥ θ
and 1− |SE(neg | e)− SE(pos | e)| ≥ θ,
then e is neutral

As an example, consider an event with
SE(neg | e) = .50 and SE(pos | e) = .40, then
1− |SE(neg | e)− SE(pos | e)| = .90, which in-
dicates that the event is very likely to be neutral. In
our experiments, we set all θ values to be .90 based
on the performance over the development set.

6Note that θ must be greater than 0.5 to avoid multiple
label assignments to an event.



4 Evaluation

4.1 Datasets

We conducted experiments over two previously
used datasets for affective event classification: (1)
the BLOG dataset constructed by Ding and Riloff
(2018), which contains 1,490 manually annotated
events (20% Positive, 18% Negative and 62% Neu-
tral) extracted from blog posts, and (2) the TWIT-
TER dataset developed by Zhuang et al. (2020),
which contains 1,500 manually annotated events
(29% Positive, 23% Negative and 48% Neutral) ex-
tracted from Twitter. We performed 10-fold cross-
validation on each dataset (8 folds for training, 1
fold for development, and 1 fold for testing).

4.2 Generating Newly Labeled Events

To generate newly labeled events for each domain
(TWITTER and BLOG), we used the training data
as the seed events and ran the process for 15 and
10 iterations, respectively. We chose these stopping
points because they produced around 10,000 new
events for each domain, and we wanted to keep the
number of new events manageable. Between iter-
ations, we added the maximum number of newly
labeled events that would maintain the original data
distribution of affective polarities.

Figure 3 shows the number of new events ac-
quired for each iteration. Both curves start at
around 1,200 because that is the size of the gold
training sets used for seeding. This process ul-
timately produced (on average, across the folds
in our cross-validation experiments): 10,636 new
events for the TWITTER domain and 10,800 new
events for the BLOG domain.

Figure 3: Newly labeled events generated across itera-
tions.

4.3 Affective Event Classification Model

We use Aff-BERT (Zhuang et al., 2020) as our
classification model, which is an uncased BERT-
base model (Devlin et al., 2019) that takes an event
tuple as input (we concatenate all of the words
into a phrase) and classifies the phrase with respect
to three affective polarities (positive, negative, or
neutral). We train Aff-BERT with a weighted cross-
entropy function, which weights the gold and the
new (weakly) labeled data differently: L = LG +
λLW , where LG is the loss over the gold data, LW

is the loss over the weakly labeled data, and λ is
a weight factor. During training, we performed a
grid search over all combinations of learning rates
(1e-5, 2e-5, 3e-5), epochs (5, 8, 10), batch sizes
(32, 64), and λ (0.1, 0.3, 0.5). We used the values
that performed best over the development set.

4.4 Comparisons with Prior Work

We compared our method with several other ap-
proaches. Three methods were previously proposed
by Zhuang et al. (2020) for affective event clas-
sification : 1) the Aff-BERT model; 2) Aff-BERT
with self-training; 3) Aff-BERT with Discourse-
Enhanced Self-Training (DEST). The latter two
methods improve Aff-BERT by providing addi-
tional weakly labeled data. Since the DEST method
is specific to Twitter, we only evaluated that ap-
proach on the TWITTER dataset.

We also evaluated two general-purpose methods
for data augmentation: 4) Back-translation (Sen-
nrich et al., 2016), which generates paraphrases
of an input phrase via machine translation, and
5) pattern-exploiting-training (PET) (Schick and
Schütze, 2021a), which trains an ensemble of lan-
guage models with multiple prompts and weakly-
labeled data. For Back-translation, we translated
each event phrase from English to German and then
from German back to English using the wmt19-en-
de and wmt19-de-en machine translation models
released by Facebook (Ng et al., 2019). We then
paired the output phrase with the original event’s
polarity label.

To train PET7, we used BERTBaseUncased as the
language model and used 3 prompts: “[EVENT].
I feel _.”, “[EVENT]. I felt _.” and “[EVENT]. It
was _.”. For hyperparameters, we used 1e-5 as
the learning rate, 4 as the batch size, and 5 as the
number of training epochs8. Since PET requires

7See https://github.com/timoschick/pet.
8We selected the hyperparameters using development data.

https://github.com/timoschick/pet


unlabeled data, we used 20K events randomly col-
lected from the Affective Event Knowledge Base
produced by Ding and Riloff (2018) for experi-
ments with the BLOG data, and we used the 8,532
unlabeled events released by Zhuang et al. (2020)
for experiments with the TWITTER data.9

4.5 Experimental Results

Tables 2 and 3 show our experimental results, in-
cluding the precision (Pre) and recall (Rec) for each
polarity as well as macro-averaged F1 scores. The
Aff-BERT row shows the results when trained over
only gold labeled data. The other models exploit
weakly labeled data for additional training.

Method Macro POS NEG NEU
F1 Pre Rec Pre Rec Pre Rec

Aff-BERT 75.7 74.4 71.5 79.0 74.0 76.1 80.1
Back-translation 76.4 80.4 69.2 79.2 75.1 75.3 83.4
Self-training 77.0 78.6 69.5 76.8 82.3 77.4 79.8
PET 78.3 78.1 75.6 78.2 81.6 79.2 79.1
DEST 79.0 81.8 74.8 78.4 80.0 79.4 82.4
Co-prompting 81.3 82.3 76.2 85.9 79.7 79.7 86.1

Table 2: Experimental results for TWITTER data.

On the TWITTER data, Co-prompting outper-
forms all other methods. We see a 5.6% absolute
F1 score gain compared to Aff-BERT and a 2.3%
gain compared to DEST, which is the strongest
competitor. Most notably, we see a 3.7% recall
gain over DEST for neutral polarity and a 7.5%
precision gain for negative polarity.

Method Macro POS NEG NEU
F1 Pre Rec Pre Rec Pre Rec

Aff-BERT 77.4 71.7 66.2 78.2 77.2 85.0 87.4
Back-translation 77.9 79.6 66.1 75.5 74.3 85.3 90.0
PET 78.0 78.5 60.2 81.4 76.5 83.8 91.1
Self-training 78.6 76.3 68.3 78.6 76.2 85.5 89.0
Co-prompting 80.7 81.4 70.1 84.0 75.3 85.4 91.8

Table 3: Experimental results for BLOG data.

On the BLOG data, Co-prompting also consis-
tently outperforms the other methods. It surpasses
Aff-BERT by 3.3 absolute points in F1 score, and
self-training (the closest competitor) by 2.1 abso-
lute points. In addition, it achieves the highest
precision for both positive and negative polarity.

4.6 Impact of Multiple Views

We also conducted experiments on the TWITTER
data to understand the contribution of each view
for polarity labeling.

9The AEKB data could be found at https://github.
com/yyzhuang1991/AEKB and the unlabeled data for

Method Pre Rec F1
Emotion View 78.9 78.3 78.2
Associated Event View 79.4 78.9 78.8
Both (Co-prompting) 82.6 80.7 81.3

Table 4: Impact of Multiple Views on TWITTER Data

Table 4 shows the performance of models trained
with events labeled by each view alone and by both
of them together. Each view performs well on
its own and produces classification models that
outperform Aff-BERT. But Co-prompting yields a
substantially higher F1 score than either view on
its own.

Next, we investigated how and why the polarity
labels change when incorporating both views. Fig-
ure 4 shows the number of labels that are changed
correctly or incorrectly when adding the second
view. The left table shows labels produced by the
Associated Event View (AEV) that are changed
by Co-prompting. For example, there are 19 good
changes (wrong before, correct now) from neutral
to negative (Neu → Neg) but 8 bad changes (cor-
rect before, wrong now). The ∆ column shows
the overall net gain in correct labels. Overall,
Co-prompting has the greatest impact by correctly
changing neutral labels to be positive or negative.
This makes sense because the Associated Event
View sometimes had trouble recognizing affective
polarity, but the Emotion View specifically tries to
identify emotions for each event.

AEV → Co ✔ ✘ ∆
Neu → Neg 19 8 11
Neu → Pos 24 17 7
Pos → Neu 33 28 5
Neg → Neu 18 13 5
Pos → Neg 3 2 1
Neg → Pos 2 5 -3

EV → Co ✔ ✘ ∆
Neu → Neg 23 7 16
Neg → Neu 29 14 15
Pos → Neu 38 24 14
Neg → Pos 4 3 1
Pos → Neg 0 1 -1
Neu → Pos 22 23 -1

Figure 4: Counts of labels changed by Co-prompting
(Co). ✔: correct. ✘: incorrect. ∆: correct - incorrect

The table on the right side of Figure 4 shows
labels produced by the Emotion View (EV) that are
changed by Co-prompting. Adding AEV has the
greatest impact in the opposite direction: changing
mislabeled negative or positive events to be neutral.
Intuitively, this is because EV can be too aggressive
about assigning positive and negative polarity and
have difficulty recognizing neutral events. These
results nicely illustrate the power of Co-prompting:
complementary views have different strengths and

TWITTER could be found at https://github.com/
yyzhuang1991/DEST

https://github.com/yyzhuang1991/AEKB
https://github.com/yyzhuang1991/AEKB
https://github.com/yyzhuang1991/DEST
https://github.com/yyzhuang1991/DEST


weaknesses, and the strengths of one view can com-
pensate for weaknesses in the other. And more
generally, Figure 4 shows that most of the label
changes produced by Co-Prompting were more ac-
curate than the labels produced by one view alone,
demonstrating that Co-Prompting with complemen-
tary views adds robustness.

4.7 Manual Analysis
To directly assess the accuracy of the polarity labels
assigned by Co-prompting for the newly generated
events, we asked two people to annotate 200 ran-
domly sampled events from TWITTER.10 The pair-
wise inter-annotator agreement was 89.5% using
Cohen’s kappa. The annotators then adjudicated
their disagreements.

Polarity AEV EV Both
POS 50/62 (80.6%) 50/58 (86.2%) 62/68 (91.2%)
NEG 33/40 (82.5%) 43/49 (87.8%) 33/35 (94.3%)
NEU 85/98 (86.7%) 73/93 (78.5%) 87/97 (89.7%)
Overall 168/200 (84.0%) 166/200 (83.0%) 182/200 (91.0%)

Table 5: Manual Analysis of Polarity Labels

Table 5 shows the accuracy of the labels pro-
duced by each view alone and by Co-prompting
(Both). The overall accuracy is only 83%-84% for
the labels produced by each view but 91% for the la-
bels produced by both views. The Associated Event
View is most accurate for neutral labels, whereas
the Emotion View is most accurate for positive and
negative labels. These results again confirm the
value of complementary sources of information for
labeling data.

4.8 Learning Curves
We produced learning curves to understand the be-
havior of training with different amounts of data
on the TWITTER domain. Figure 5 plots the F1
scores of Co-prompting when re-training the clas-
sification model with the data generated after every
3 iterations. The dashed line shows the F1 score
of Aff-BERT (using only gold data) for compari-
son. The F1 score of Co-prompting rises steeply
after the first 3 iterations, and continues to improve
across later iterations. This graph suggests that run-
ning the iterative process even longer could yield
further benefits.

We also investigated the effectiveness of our ap-
proach with smaller amounts of gold seed data.

10They followed the same annotation guidelines used to
create the TWITTER and BLOG datasets as defined by (Ding
and Riloff, 2018).

Figure 5: Learning curve of Co-prompting

Figure 6 shows the performance of Co-prompting
on the TWITTER data when trained with subsets
of the gold data ranging from 50% to 90%. For
comparison, we also show the results for the two
strongest competitors, DEST and PET, as well
as the Aff-BERT baseline11. Co-prompting con-
sistently outperforms the other approaches over
all training set sizes. Surprisingly, Co-prompting
trained with only 50% of the gold data achieves
the same level of performance as Aff-BERT us-
ing 100% of the gold data. This result demon-
strates that generating labeled events with our co-
prompting method can produce a high-quality clas-
sification model even with smaller amounts of gold
seed data.

Figure 6: Results for different training set sizes

5 Conclusions

We presented a novel approach for eliciting and
labeling affective events by co-prompting with

11The results of Aff-BERT and DEST are reported in
(Zhuang et al., 2020)



large language models. Our approach does not re-
quire fine-tuning and is more practical than pattern-
matching over large text collections, as has been
done in prior work. The key idea is to design com-
plementary prompts that collect independent types
of information, which can then be used jointly as
weak supervision to robustly label new data. Our
experimental results show that labeling with mul-
tiple views is highly effective and that the elicited
events substantially improve an affective event clas-
sifier.

Finally, we believe that co-prompting is a gen-
eral idea that should be applicable for other data
harvesting tasks as well. Co-prompting is more
robust than relying on just one type of information,
and we hope that other researchers will explore this
idea for different types of NLP problems.

6 Limitations

We presented a method to automatically generate
and label affective events by co-prompting with
large language models. The data generation pro-
cess does not involve creating or training new lan-
guage models. There are some limitations to our ap-
proach. One limitation is that language models are
not guaranteed to generate truthful or sensible infor-
mation, which could introduce noisy information to
our model. For example, we observed that the Emo-
tion Prompt sometimes generates highly unlikely
polarity labels for some events. Language mod-
els can also produce biased results, which could
introduce biased information to our model. An-
other limitation is that it may be non-trivial for
researchers who want to apply our method to other
NLP problems to design prompts that are effective
for their task. We believe that this method should
be fairly general, but it has not yet been evaluated
for other tasks. Lastly, our method requires a mod-
erate amount of computational resources, including
GPU cards with substantial memory and access to
large language models. As a result, groups with
limited resources might find our method too com-
putationally intensive.
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